Mutations, serving as the raw materials of evolution, have been extensively utilized to increase the chances of engineering molecules or microbes with tailor-made functions. Global and targeted mutagenesis are two main methods of obtaining various mutations, distinguished by the range of action they can cover. While the former one stresses the mining of novel genetic loci within the whole genomic background, targeted mutagenesis performs in a more straightforward manner, bringing evolutionary escape and error catastrophe under control. In this review, we classify the existing techniques of targeted mutagenesis into two categories in terms of whether the diversity is generated in vitro or in vivo, and briefly introduce the mechanisms and applications of them separately. The inherent connections and development trends of the two classes are also discussed to provide an insight into the next generation evolution research.
Introduction
Though it has been chronically disputed by geneticists to what extent mutation affects the course of evolution [1] , mutation per se can provide a direct source of genetic diversity [2] , supporting the rapid engineering of phenotypes demanded. Generally, the naturally occurring mutations of most microbes is rare, approximating one in a billion base pairs per generation [3, 4] , far from satisfying the requirements in engineering applications.
To this end, various mutagenesis methods have been developed ever since the year 1927, when X-ray was first found to be capable of triggering phenotype changes in fruit flies [5] . A number of global mutagenesis techniques flourished thereafter, and are assorted into physical [6, 7] , chemical [8, 9] , and biological mutagenguided mutagenesis [10e13] . These methods have been extensively applied in breeding microbes with superior phenotypes, including enhanced carbon source uptake rate and environmental tolerance [14, 15] . Furthermore, when coupled with whole genome sequencing, global mutagenesis can efficiently mine essential genes and mutations rendering microbes with improved phenotypes [16, 17] or specialized functions [18e21] .
As another genre of mutagenesis method, targeted mutagenesis lagged behind at one time, mainly due to underdeveloped DNA manipulation techniques and the requirement for prior knowledge of the target region. With molecular biology and bioinformatics ascending, targeted mutagenesis has made its way into protein and metabolic engineering fields, largely expanding the repertoire of mutagenesis by bringing the two major problems encountered by global mutagenesis under control, namely error catastrophe and evolutionary escape.
Orgel [22] first used the term error catastrophe to describe the situation where the mutation rate reached a threshold only to impair the cellular processes vital to cell viability. On one hand, we would estimate an exponentially increasing error frequency if the genes involved in the processing of genetic information were mutated. On the other, the DNA repair system would soon be saturated by the avalanche-like accumulated errors and crashing down [23, 24] , falling into a vicious circle between repair dysfunction and error accumulation. Obviously, single cell microorganisms are more susceptible to the crisis, which is more likely to occur when global mutation rate is raised. As for evolutionary escape, it is almost an insurmountable problem encountered in adaptive laboratory evolution when biosensor is used to couple target molecule productivity and host cell fitness. Once the global mutation rate was upregulated, escapees would rapidly emerge, survive and predominate in the population without any target molecule production either by mutating and crippling the selection device [25] , or by activating physical efflux pumps and oxidative-stress protective mechanisms [26, 27] .
Thus, it can be seen from above that global mutagenesis is more applicable for gene mining, especially within an unclear genome, or to meet non-GMO (non-genetically modified organism) standards. When it comes to more straightforward and robust productoriented evolution processes, the advantages of targeted mutagenesis are highlighted. By simply improving the mutation rate of the target region while maintaining a relatively stable genetic background, targeted mutagenesis can partially sidestep the risk of error catastrophe and evolutionary escape at the cost of comprehensive genomic loci discovery, which can be compensated through bioinformatics analysis.
In this review, brief introductions and comments will be given to existing targeted mutagenesis methods, including error-prone PCR (error-prone polymerase chain reaction), MAGE (multiplex automated genome engineering), PFunkel, programmable nucleases, orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs, TaGTEAM (targeting glycosylase to embedded arrays for mutagenesis) and retrotransposon-based targeted mutagenesis. Some of these techniques are not formerly regarded as or confined to targeted mutagenesis, but they inherently have the ability or have been used to generate diversity of a local area. Here we discuss them together to unveil the internal logic among them for a more in-depth comprehension.
Existing targeted mutagenesis methods
The development and application of targeted mutagenesis started with error-prone PCR, which is not commonly defined as a targeted mutagenesis method but a random mutagenesis tool in directed evolution. In vitro manipulation endues it with the ability to target a specific DNA region of interest. It is the same with many other conventional in vitro mutagenesis methods. Recent years, developing synthetic biology has enabled the targeted diversification to be carried out in vivo, saving a large amount of labor, time and cost. Besides, in vivo targeted mutagenesis in conjunction with selection, can set up an in vivo targeted continuous evolution platform for protein and metabolic engineering with high efficiency. Here we roughly classified the existing methods into two categories based on whether the diversity is generated in vitro or in vivo. Typical methods are given below respectively.
In vitro targeted mutagenesis methods

Error-prone PCR
Error-prone Polymerase Chain Reaction is carried out under highly mutagenic conditions compared with the conventional PCR process. In 1989, Leung first established the error-prone PCR method by using the low-fidelity Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase [28] . A well-developed protocol for the method was described by Cadwell where the reaction conditions were modified, including concentrations of MgCl 2 , MnCl 2 , Taq polymerase and the four dNTPs (deoxy-ribonucleoside triphosphates) [29] . Under optimal conditions, the overall mutation rate approximates to 0.007 per base per reaction in a relatively unbiased manner [29] .
Because of its easy manipulation and adjustable mutation rate, error-prone PCR remains to be the most widely used targeted mutagenesis method in directed evolution, especially for protein engineering. Shortly after invented, it was applied in a number of research work to assist the engineering of ribozymes with novel catalytic [30e32] or allosteric [33] functions. Since ribozymes are short and their comprehensive mutant libraries are easy to synthesize, error-prone PCR was merely the icing on the cake. It was not used until several rounds of selective amplification had been carried out. The time came when it was introduced into more complex protein engineering, where a considerable mutant library is impossible to synthesize. Error-prone PCR functions as a propeller to drive the rapid engineering of enzymes with excellent specificities [34, 35] , stabilities [36e38] and catalytic activities [39e44] . In addition, some other types of problems have also been subject to it for identification and optimization, such as core residues analysis [45, 46] , protein-protein interactions [47, 48] , proteinnucleotide interactions [49] and pathway evolution [50] .
Many efforts have been devoted to optimize the method itself [51e54], as the constrained low mutation frequencies and inherently biased mutational spectra are somewhat insufficient to generate rich diversity [53, 54] . These adapted methods give new insights into mutagenic PCR, though some of them are sophisticated and demand high technical operations.
MAGE
MAGE, abbreviated from multiplex automated genome engineering, opened a new direction for targeted mutagenesis two decades after the establishment of mutagenic PCR. Church described the whole landscape of MAGE in 2009 [55] , where different loci on the chromosome can be targeted simultaneously, generating a multiplex genomic mutant library. This is achieved by single-stranded oligonucleotide homologous recombineering. In the method, the artificially designed ssDNA (single-stranded DNA) with flanking homology arms to the target genomic region is imported into the host Escherichia coli strain, then hybridizes with the exposed complementary lagging strand at the replication fork during replication, leading to a defined diversity of the target site [56] .
MAGE is actually derived from the l-Red homologous recombineering system, which employs the three proteins Exo, Beta and Gamma from l-bacteriophage to reinforce the recombination process [57] . The phage proteins are also applied in MAGE. Besides, several conditions have been optimized to further increase the recombination rate and mutation rate, including genomic mismatch repair gene mutS knock-out, ssDNA 5'-terminus phosphorothioated modification and ssDNA orientation/length/structure optimization [56, 58] . Far more than these conventional optimizations, a prototype device has been constructed to mechanize MAGE. In the proof-of-concept experiment, the target locus diversity was generated at an overwhelming rate of more than 4.3 billion base pairs of variation a day [55] , greatly expanding our perceptions about mutagenesis.
The power of MAGE lies in its high efficiency in multiple genomic loci editing, thus it is preferred in genome-level scientific research, typified by artificial genomic recoding [59e63]. As for bioengineering applications, the practicability of MAGE is its automation. Just like other targeted mutagenesis methods, MAGE has been applied to identify the genetic bases of cell tolerance to organic solvent like isobutanol [64] , and evolve strains with improved productivities of target compounds such as lycopene [55] , naringenin and glucaric acid [25] .
There are some transparent drawbacks within MAGE [56] . Firstly, the specific E. coli host strain with defined genome modification is required. Secondly, the 90-nt oligo with 4 phosphorothioated bases on its 5'-terminus largely increases the cost. Finally, the frequency of obtaining multi-site mutants is low. To deal with these disadvantages, modified MAGE and some accessories have been developed. In 2013, a MAGE-like genome editing method emerged in Corynebacterium glutamicum [65] . The same year, Church transplanted MAGE to yeast to form YOGE [66] , short for yeast oligo-mediated genome engineering, though with very low efficiency. To cut down the expense, high-fidelity DNA microarray technology was recommended to synthesize large oligo libraries [67] . As for the multi-site recombination frequency, coselection-MAGE was proposed [60] , where simultaneous editing of target regions with a genomic selectable marker gene would improve the frequency of attaining multi-site mutants. Fine regulation of MAGE is also concerned. Nyerges introduced temperature-sensitive mismatch repair proteins into the E. coli host [68] . They are active to sustain a steady genomic background when MAGE is not performed. Once temperature is raised to induce l-Red proteins, they become dead to ensure an improved recombination frequency. Recently, the cooperation of CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats and associated protein 9) and MAGE has been described [69] , where the nuclease was used to reduce the false positive rate after recombination.
PFunkel
Unlike MAGE, PFunkel demonstrates a radically different way to utilize single-stranded DNA to carry out targeted mutagenesis. This method is adapted from Kunkel mutagenesis, which is named after its founder. Kunkel was originally applied in introducing singlebase substitution mutations. In the method [70] , the primer harboring the defined mutation hybridizes onto the singlestranded uracil-containing circular DNA template prepared from M13mp2 phage, and is extended along it and ligated to form a covalently closed circular heteroduplex. Uracil bases are then removed by uracil glycosylase, leaving many abasic sites on the template strand. After imported into E. coli, the intact complementary strand is regarded as the template to guide the repair of base deletions, thus the mutation on the complementary strand is preserved. Kunkel relies on accurate mismatch repair processes, and glycosylase treatment significantly impairs transformation efficiency, leading to a high wildtype proportion of 48% when performing site-directed mutagenesis.
Three major adaptations are made in PFunkel [71] . Firstly, a thermostable DNA polymerase and ligase are used, enabling a high temperature reaction, therefore non-specific annealing and extension are restrained. Secondly, an optional PCR-form thermal cycling is provided with mutagenic primers added at the beginning of each cycle, which makes the mutation frequency controllable. Thirdly, the uracil-containing viral strand is degraded by uracil glycosylase and exonuclease III, and replaced by a newly synthesized strand using the mutated strand as the template. In this way, the percentage of the wildtype declined drastically to zero in sitedirected mutagenesis.
The well-developed PFunkel can be used to perform sitedirected or multi-site mutagenesis, and has particular expertise in one-pot comprehensive codon mutagenesis with no need to do site-saturated mutagenesis separately on each codon. By keeping a low primer-template ratio of 5%, a comprehensive codon mutation library of the TEM-1 gene was constructed covering more than 96% of the 18,081 designed single codon substitutions [71] , after which, a highly resolved sequence-fitness landscape of the gene was unraveled assisted by deep sequencing [72] . Enlightened by this, a large proportion of the following protein engineering studies were dedicated to the coupling of PFunkel and next generation sequencing to comprehensively elucidate the genotype-phenotype relationship of a protein, making it a reality to have a God's eye view. In these studies, breakthroughs were made in illuminating protein-protein interactions [73e75], tracing protein evolution dynamics [76] and evolving synthetic metabolic pathways [77] . As a universal protocol, deep mutational scanning based on comprehensive codon mutagenesis and deep sequencing has been described [78, 79] .
The requirement for phage-derived uracil-containing circular ssDNA template hampered the extensive application of PFunkel to some extent. The founders themselves proposed to use uracil-containing circular dsDNA (double-stranded DNA) as the template, however the multi-site mutagenesis efficiency dropped significantly [71] . In other modified protocols, linear templates [80, 81] or paired nickases [82] are used.
Programmable nucleases
Programmable nucleases, as opposed to the site-specific nucleases like I-SceI, can be easily tailored to cleave DNA at almost any desired site. Usually they refer to the nuclease triad, namely ZFNs (zinc-finger nucleases), TALENs (transcription activator-like effector nucleases) and CRISPR/Cas (CRISPR-associated protein) [83] . Actually, programmable nucleases are commonly considered as a practical genome editing tool for precise gene knock-out, knock-in and substitution. They can be guided to a designated genomic site and induce DSBs (double strand breaks) within the target. Then the DSBs are repaired through the NHEJ (error-prone non-homologous end-joining) or MMEJ (microhomology-mediated end-joining) pathway when no homologous template is available, or through the HDR (homology-directed repair) pathway when provided with a designed homologous donor DNA [84] . NHEJ and MMEJ are mainly responsible for gene knock-out, while HDR is versatile in all the editing types. In the targeted mutagenesis method, these programmable nucleases act in a similar way, in which a synthesized pool of mutagenic DNA donors flanked by homology arms serves as the template for repair. Therefore, mutations encoded in the donors can be delivered to the target loci, creating a site-directed mutant library on the genome.
A ZFN is an editable FokI type IIS restriction enzyme. The feature that the binding and cleavage activities of the wildtype enzyme are separable [85] makes it possible to replace its binding domain with a zinc-finger protein [86] , enabling a programmable recognition pattern. Since a homodimer of FokI is required to cleave DNA, ZFNs are always working in pairs [87] , doubling the recognition sites with a 5-7bp interspace between them [88] . Typically, a ZFN employs 3e6 Cys 2 His 2 zinc-fingers with each one recognizing a triplet [83] . In this way, one can expect to shape a ZFN to recognize any 9-18bp sequence simply by modular assembly. While the fact is that the binding ability of a zinc-finger is susceptible to its neighbors [89] , rearranged ZFNs often endure dramatic loss of binding affinity or specificity [90, 91] . It is toxic to the host cell. Though intensively optimized [92, 93] , up to now, no comprehensive coding table between ZFNs and the 64 triplets is available [89] . At a time, ZFNs was mainly used in higher eukaryotes for targeted editing [94, 95] , and seldom seen in microbes probably owing to its prohibitive cost in getting functional tailor-made ZFNs.
TALENs differ from ZFNs only in the DNA-binding domain. Instead of zinc-finger proteins, TALEs (transcription activator-like effectors) from the Xanthomonas plant pathogens are fused to FokI to give the guidance [83] . A TALE contains 33e35 highly conserved amino acid residues [96] , except for the two residues at position 12 and 13 specifically recognize one single base, which are termed RVDs (repeat variable di-residues) [97] . Commonly used RVDs are Asn-Ile for A, Asn-Asn for G, His-Asp for C and Asn-Gly for T [97] . TALEs' much larger size compared with ZFs (zinc-finger proteins) [89] and conserved composition may account for their functional insulation from each other, surpassing ZFNs in highperforming modular assembly [98] . However, TALENs generally consist of almost 20 tandem repeats of TALEs [83] , the conserved sequences among them are prone to rearrange through recombination, producing random truncations, which is a main cause for construction in and delivery failure [99] . Attempts have been made to pave the way for easy manipulation, including Golden Gate Assembly [100] , FLASH (fast ligation-based automatable solid-phase high-throughput) Assembly [101] and hierarchical LIC (ligationindependent cloning) Assembly [102] . Most studies involving TALENs are carried out in higher eukaryotes [103, 104] . The unstable repetitive sequence structure and still the high pricing may be responsible for their diminishing applications in prokaryotes like E. coli.
An air of faded prosperity soon pervaded the research fields of ZFNs and TALENs, when CRISPR/Cas, abbreviated from clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats and associated protein, rose from the horizon. Hailing from 47% of the bacteria and archaea sequenced [105] , CRISPR/Cas systems are a Red Queen strategy [106] adopted by the host to withstand foreign genetic element invasion [107] . Among all the CRISPR/Cas systems uncovered, Class 2 Type II systems possess the simplest constitution [105] . Cas9, the core Cas protein in this system, has proved to be a preeminent programmable nuclease in targeted genome editing. It works in an RNA-guided recognition and cleavage fashion. In the application of targeted mutagenesis, a specific DNA sequence of the target region, which is typically 20 bp in length and followed by a short PAM (protospacer-adjacent motif), is embedded in the artificial CRISPR operon, and transcribed into a pre-crRNA (pre-CRISPR RNA). After partially hybridized to a conserved tracrRNA (transencoded RNA) and cleaved by the ribonuclease RNase III [108] , the pre-crRNA-tracrRNA heteroduplex is processed into a mature targeting complex which then bind and activate Cas9 [109, 110] . For simplification, a single chimeric RNA, which is later on called sgRNA (single-guide RNA), was successfully engineered to mimic and substitute the natural duplex and dispense with the use of RNase III [111] . The dualRNA-Cas9 or sgRNA-Cas9 nuclease can survey the whole genome for PAM sites via Cas9 itself and unwind the double strand in the vicinity of a PAM to enable a base-pairing inspection, performed by the 20-bp seed in the crRNA or sgRNA, of the target sequence. Upon an identical sequence is detected near a PAM, the nuclease will induce a DSB within the target site [109] . Diversity of the site can be created following the HDR pathway, if a library of mutation-containing DNA donors, either ssDNA or dsDNA, with flanking homology to the target is introduced. CRISPR/Cas9 can also be modified into a multiplex genome editing tool by the simultaneous expression of an array of crRNAs [112] or sgRNAs [113] .
Generally, the l-Red system is incorporated to facilitate the homologous recombination [114] .
Salute must be extended to the CRISPR/Cas9 system, for the RNA-DNA pairing rather than the protein-DNA interaction significantly simplifies the design and engineering processes before the programmable nuclease is ready for use, rendering it an affordable technology for various studies, especially for high-throughput genome research. Recent year, studies on microbial metabolic engineering using CRISPR/Cas9 has sprung up. Researchers endeavor to make the full use of the method to engineer microbes with enhanced carbon source uptake rates [115, 116] and target molecule productivities [113, 117, 118] . In a study carried out by Ryan in 2014 [119] , a mutant library of the cellodextrin transporter gene cdt-1 was generated through error-prone PCR, and integrated into the URA3 locus of a yeast strain using CRISPR/Cas9 for the directed evolution of the transporter protein. After one round of mutagenesis and selection, a mutant cdt-1 resulting in a 2.6-fold improved cellobiose utilization ability of the host strain was obtained. Analysis of the beneficial mutations was made to instruct the further engineering of the protein.
The off-target effect is universally observed in any process involving recognition. So it is with the three programmable nucleases [120e125]. Researchers conjectured that their off-target effects might be indispensable to the original systems' tolerance to evolving genetic elements [89] . To defense against the effect, methods predicting and quantifying the non-canonical cleavage have been delivered [126] . In the light of these theoretical studies, optimizations of the recognition and cleavage modules proceed with progressive results. For ZFNs and TALENs, an engineered FokI with more stringent dimerization was applied to eliminate undesired homodimers, which effectively improved the specificity of cleavage [127, 128] . For CRISPR/Cas9, the structure and target sequence of the sgRNA proved to be central to its activity and specificity. Various schemes of designing high-performed sgRNA are available now [129e132]. Recently, a modified Cas9 with mutations reducing the non-specific DNA contacts was described based on energy analysis, significantly lessening the off-target effect [133] . Meanwhile, some researchers are paying attention to the repair process. They have demonstrated that the use of nickases instead of nucleases are beneficial to specific recombination, since the single-strand breaks they create are not favored by the errorprone NHEJ repair pathway [134e136].
In vivo targeted mutagenesis methods
Orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs
In 2000, Fabret and coworkers described an in vivo targeted random mutagenesis method in E. coli based on the deepening understanding of plasmid replication processes. To the best of our knowledge, it was the first time that targeted mutagenesis had been implemented in vivo. The method takes the advantage of ColE1 and its derivative plasmids, the replication of which demands the participation of the host's DNA PolI (DNA polymerase I) [137] . It is clear that PolI is essential in lagging strand synthesis [138] , DNA excision repair [139] and ColE1-type plasmid replication initiation [140] . In the third situation, DNA PolI unidirectionally initiates the synthesis of the leading strand by extending the RNA primer annealed at the start point. The conformation of the primer is anticipated to sterically block the entry of DNA Pol III (DNA polymerase III) responsible for bulk replication. The DNA PolI-initiated synthesis ends at the formation of a primosome, which marks the beginning of lagging strand synthesis and the switch of DNA PolI to the more efficient Pol III [140] . Though the molecular process is explicit, the precise initial synthesis length covered by DNA PolI still remains indefinite, ranging from 400 to 2000 nucleotides claimed by different studies [137, 140, 141] . Anyway, the research work has testified to the possibility of generating a random mutation library of several hundred base pairs downstream of the ColE1 ori by using a proofreading-deficient error-prone DNA PolI encoded on the genome.
In the proof-of-concept case of LacI targeted mutagenesis [137] , where LacI negative mutant would interrupt the binding of wildtype LacI to lacO by competition or forming dead heterotetramers, the mutation frequency was about 57 per million cells after 30 generations, representing a more than 5000-fold improvement against the genome background indicated by the rifampicin resistance, which is a critical index in targeted mutagenesis in vivo. A paralyzed mismatch repair system gave another raise in absolute targeted mutation frequency of 20e40-fold, while obscured the contrast between targeted and global mutation frequencies. The researchers themselves evaluated an actual targeted mutation frequency of more than 1%, according to an underestimate by the incomprehensive LacI mutation assay. To be detailed, the area close to the origin mutated 6e20-fold more frequently compared with the remote area.
Modification to the method was made by Loeb lab. They adopted a conditional inviable E. coli strain of JS200 as the host cell to enable a plug-and-play form of the error-prone DNA PolI [142] . In this strain, the wildtype DNA PolI is replaced by a temperature-sensitive allele, which is lethal in rich media at elevated temperature, and can be complemented by a variety of polymerases [143] . They first constructed novel error-prone DNA PolI mutants with different performances based on their previous study [144] . By cotransforming the two plasmids respectively carrying the errorprone DNA PolI and the target gene into JS200, an in vivo targeted mutagenesis platform is ready to use. In the b-lactamase reversion assay, under optimal conditions, the targeted mutation frequency reached strikingly 2.1 per thousand cells after one round of cultivation with a targeting effect of 400-fold. A per-base mutation frequency of 0.81 per kb was deduced and a 3-kb mutable region following the ColE1 ori was observed in this study.
An analogous orthogonal replication system was reported in yeast exploiting the cytoplasmic plasmid pair originated from Kluveromyces lactis [145] . The two double-stranded linear plasmids replicate independently of each other as well as the host's replication system. Either of them is covalently tethered to TPs (terminal proteins) at the 5'-terminus of both strands. The hydroxyl group of a specific serine in the protein functions as the replication primer, which cannot be recognized by the host's polymerase. A selfencoded TP-DNAP (TP-DNA polymerase fusion) is the leading role in the autonomous replication process [146] . The strict orthogonality of the system ensured the targeted mutagenesis to be carried out by Ravikumar and coworkers. In the study [145] , they engineered an error-prone TP-DNAP to specially mutate the corresponding TP-plasmid containing the target gene. One of the plasmid carried the target gene only, with its TP-DNAP encoded separately in a yeast nuclear plasmid for better performance. The other plasmid harbored all the components for replication and transcription. In the LEU2 reversion assay, the per-base mutation frequency approximated 40 per billion bp after 10-day passaging, which was 400-fold higher than that of the genome.
Owing to its high host specificity, the application of this method is rare. In the E. coli version, the founders themselves presented an enzyme engineering work, where they evolved the TEM-1 b-lactamase to confer a 160-fold improvement of aztreonam resistance on the host cell. Subsequent sequencing analysis revealed prevailing beneficial mutations afore identified in clinical research [142] . Besides, two other studies focused as well on protein engineering, respectively for a better catalytic activity [147] and a stronger binding ability [148] . Interestingly, coupled with b-lactamase assay, the platform was also reversely employed to guide the directed evolution of active polymerases with reduced fidelity [149, 150] . As for the yeast version, it is more like an orthogonal module in synthetic biology, and was proposed by many to help build synthetic circuits [151, 152] and sustain biological containment [153, 154] .
As is mentioned above, DNA PolI also functions in gap-filling process between any two adjacent Okazaki fragments in E. coli. Thus, the use of the error-prone PolI leaves hidden dangers of error catastrophe scattering over the genome, and greatly reduces the orthogonality between the plasmid and the genome. This may account for the abnormally high global mutation frequency of up to one per million bp in the JS200 strain. Things could be better for yeast, since the replication of the TP-plasmids is strictly autonomous by adopting a special protein-primed mechanism. However, it is cumbersome to edit the TP-plasmids, for they are proteinlinked and can only be effectively handled through in vivo homologous recombination. Besides, to transfer the plasmid to another type of yeast, a protoplast fusion process is needed [155] . Future work is demanded to improve the practicability of the method.
TaGTEAM
TaGTEAM, standing for targeting glycosylase to embedded arrays for mutagenesis, came into sight one year before the orthogonal replication system in yeast was established, and was reckoned to be the first case of in vivo targeted mutagenesis in yeast. In the method [156] , the yeast 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase Mag1p acts as a mutagenic agent, and is fused to the tet repressor protein (tetR). The tetR protein can specifically recognize and bind to an array of tet operator sequences (tetO), anchoring the mutator Mag1p in the site where the tetO array is embedded. In this way, the mutator protein can be enclosed in a user-defined area on the genome or a plasmid, ensuring a form of in vivo targeted mutagenesis.
Since a homodimer tetR is active in DNA binding, to avoid steric hindrance between two Mag1p proteins upon tetR dimerization, a sctetR (single chain tetR) having two normal tetR proteins fused together is applied in this method. The Mag1p enzyme, which is primarily involved in DNA base excision repair by removing the alkylated bases, is reported to have a much broader substrate spectrum [157] and be able to induce an approximate 600-fold increase of spontaneous mutation frequency in yeast if overexpressed compared with the apurinic/ apyrimidinic endonuclease [158] . These all lay an experimental base for the method.
In the proof-of-concept assay, a 240-copy tetO array of target region was embedded in the yeast chromosome I. The auxotroph marker URA3 was integrated at different sites flanking the array to profile the distance-dependent feature of the mutation rate. The global mutation rate was indicated by a CAN1 marker on chromosome V. According to the study, the relationship between distances and mutation rates was bell-shaped. It peaked at the URA3 marker 0.3-kb next to the target array with a mutation rate of 31 per billion cell per generation, which was more than 800-fold higher than that without the protein mutator. Significant increase in URA3 mutation rates covered a 20-kb region centered on the target array, and still existed with a moderate increase of 40-fold when there was no array for some unknown mechanism. The global mutation rate in CAN1 marker remained relatively unchanged throughout the assay. A comparable target mutation rate was seen with the case of sctetR-FokI, where the nuclease was anchored in certain area for repair mutagenesis, albeit with a negligible increase of URA3 markers in the absence of the target array. Elaborate analyses of the two systems revealed different repair pathways they underwent after double strand ends or breaks. For the glycosylase, a high proportion of HDR-mediated point mutagenesis was preferred, while an NHEJ repair was dominant to the nuclease [156] .
No direct utilization of the method has been reported. It is quite laborious to integrate a highly repetitive target array into the genome. Whether the insertion is detrimental to the target gene and genes nearby needs evaluation. In addition, the 20-kb mutagenic length is unadjustable and inappropriate for fine modification. As for the off-target effect, since the function of Mag1p does not rely on the binding of tetR to tetO, it has the potential to import a considerable number of non-specific mutations across the genome. Though remains to be optimized, this method has raised a novel thinking of in vivo targeting. A more strict and convenient way of target binding needs to be introduced in future work.
Retrotransposon-based targeted mutagenesis
Last year, Crook and coworkers depicted an original yeast ICE (in vivo continuous evolution) approach, and released the first demonstration of ICE-mediated gene and pathway optimization in yeast [159] . The yeast native retrotransposon Ty1 is the core element in the method. It behaves in a quite similar way to the class of ssRNA retroviruses like the notorious lentivirus HIV (human immunodeficiency virus). In fact, they have a shared replication strategy. The genome of the virus-like particle Ty1 contains two open reading frames, and they are the Gag ORF (open reading frame) encoding a single protein that serves as the capsid and chaperone, and the Pol ORF encoding three enzymes, namely the protease, integrase and reverse transcriptase with RNase H activity. Briefly, Ty1 on the genome is first transcribed into a ssRNA, which is then reverse transcribed into a Ty1 dsDNA by the Ty1 reverse transcriptase using the host initiator methionine tRNA as its primer. The newly synthesized Ty1 dsDNA is finally reintegrated into the genome with the help of the integrase [160] . Since the replication process is in the charge of the inherently error-prone Ty1 reverse transcriptase, which presents an error rate of around 10 per billion bp per replication [161] , it allows the continuous mutating of the Ty1 cassette, forming a prototype of retrotransposon-based in vivo targeted mutagenesis. The evidence that heterologous genes can be expressed when inserted between the Pol ORF and the 3 0 -LTR (3'-long terminal repeat) further pushes it to reality [162] . Based on these knowledge of Ty1, Crook established this method.
After several rounds of optimization to the transposition efficiency, the retrotransposon-based method was able to bring about a mutation rate of 0.15 per kb at the URA3 site according to next generation sequencing analysis. The mutation spectrum of the method resembles that of other error-prone polymerases, with a uniform distribution of mutations. In addition, the method can include as long as 5-kb heterologous insert with no significant drop in transposition rate, making it feasible to manipulate large DNA fragments such as a pathway [159] .
Crook made three demonstrations of applying the method [159] . In the first case, the substrate specificity of the orothidine-5'-phosphate decarboxylase Ura3p was the evolution target. After two rounds of targeted mutagenesis, a Ura3p mutant with a 2.5-fold decrease in 5-FOA (5-fluoro-orotic acid) utilization and an unchanged uracil synthesis activity was obtained, conferring 5-FOA resistance and uracil prototroph on a new host cell. The global transcriptional regulator Spt15p was also involved. In this case, two rounds of mutagenesis gave rise to the emergence of a Spt15p variant rendering the host 3.5% butanol resistance nearly twice that of the wildtype in the early stage of cultivation. The xylose catabolism pathway consisting of a xylose isomerase and a xylulokinase was set as the pathway evolution case. After one week of real sense of ICE, several variants with distinct mutations were isolated with increased exponential growth rates and shortened lag phases, which indicated the practicability of the method in long cassette engineering.
Though proved feasible, the retrotransposon-based method still poses a problem that requires attention. The native Ty1 is a mobile genetic element. Its insertion into the genome relies on the integrase rather than the sequence-similarity-based homologous recombination. Therefore, the wildtype Ty1 is not to be replaced by the newly mutated ones. Generally, Ty1 tends to integrate into the upstream regions of all RNA polymerase III transcribed genes, including tRNA genes and 5S rRNA gene [163] . They are all 'housekeeping' genes essential to cell viability. Although the native Ty1 proves not lethal to yeast, it remains to be confirmed that the multi-site integration of the engineered Ty1 with heterologous gene expression is always harmless and globally non-mutagenic. Even so, the relatively high copy number of Ty1 on the genome, about 32 full-length Ty1 out of 200e300 in total [164] , will bring trouble to the selection process, for a pool of mutated Ty1 is spread in one genome, and only when the optimal genotype predominates the population may it alter the phenotype and be isolated, which is also encountered by many other multi-copy mutagenesis systems.
Actually, early in 2014, a study by Farzadfard adopted a similar reverse transcription design [165] . The study was carried out in E. coli, and the E. coli native retron Ec86 was the core functional module. Unlike Ty1, after transcription and reverse transcription, Ec86 only produces ssDNA corresponding to its encoded context. A ssDNA homologous recombination mechanism was employed in their work to rewrite the information of the target area on the genome. The single-copy and site specific features of the system may be enlightening to this type of targeted mutagenesis.
Internal logic among existing targeted mutagenesis methods
In most cases, mutations originate from replication and repair errors. Three factors are directly involved in an error-prone replication process. The first one is error-prone polymerases. Once the active center of a polymerase is modified, mis-incorporation of dNTPs may occur, and they can hardly be removed by a polymerase lacking the proofreading ability. The second one is substrate analogues. Chemicals similar to dNTPs in structure may confuse the replication machine, giving rise to mis-insertion. The last comes from environment. Altered catalytic conditions are likely to confer altered polymerase fidelity. As for repair errors, DNA damage followed by a low-fidelity or human-intervened repair process is often the case. Common damages include base modifications, mismatches and double strand breaks. For base errors, an impaired or interfered repair system would be unable to make corrections or make wrong decisions. For DSBs, they can be repaired either through a user-defined HDR pathway when homologous donors are provided, or through an error-prone NHEJ pathway in the absence of the donors. These understandings about mutations are always concerned before a novel mutagenesis method is born.
However, when it comes to proposing a targeted mutagenesis method, more things should be taken into consideration. The major challenge is how to make it targeted, that is how to increase the mutation rate of a target region while maintaining a stable genetic background.
A basic thinking of it was provided by in vitro targeted mutagenesis methods, which represent the early-to-middle stage of targeted mutagenesis development. Generally, in vitro targeted mutagenesis methods follow the principle of isolation. To retain an undisturbed host genome, the target gene is always isolated for in vitro diversification, and then reintroduced into the host cell for subsequent characterization. Error-prone PCR is the earliest demonstration of targeted mutagenesis. It takes the advantage of the low-fidelity Taq polymerase and a mutagenic reaction condition to make replication errors to an isolated gene of interest. Owing to its relatively low mutation rate and biased spectrum, error-prone PCR acts more like a perturbation probe, telling us which nucleotides or amino acids probably matter, thus narrowing down the optimization space to the more focused single-site or multi-site analysis, which is later on fulfilled by MAGE and PFunkel. These two methods have many features in common. They both create diversities through in vitro random synthesis of degenerate primers partially complementary to the target gene, followed by the annealing of the primer pool to the target site to form mismatches. After which they both rely on repair errors to fix these mutations. In MAGE, a mutS-deficient strain is used to endure mismatched base pairs. While in PFunkel, the host repair system is guided by design to modify the uracil-containing template strand rather than the mutated one. The main difference lies in their positioning, for MAGE is aimed at genome editing, and PFunkel is plasmid manipulation. Though proved effective in genome editing, an optimal primer design and continuous passaging are necessary to sustain a moderate recombination rate of 30% per 2e2.5 h in MAGE [55] , which can be resource-consuming in the case with a huge library size. Efforts have always been made to compensate for the low recombination efficiency. Early in 2003, a remarkable 2-5 orders-of-magnitude increase in recombination level after the introduction of a DSB was reported in yeast [166] , which is also seen in other organisms [167] . It is reasonable to single cell organisms since a DSB within the genome can stimulate the HDR pathway when a homologous donor exists. On the other hand, if the host cannot repair the DSB using the tailor-made donor, a broken genome will usually lead to cell death, efficiently bringing down the wildtype ratio. This is what the programmable nuclease method is founded on. In this method, repair errors are generated by favoring a user-defined HDR pathway at the target cleavage site. The diversity is created by in vitro random synthesis of homologous fragments of the target gene. Replication errors can also be included if these fragments are produced by error-prone PCR.
In response to the ascending in vivo continuous evolution, or socalled next-generation evolution [159] , research on developing in vivo targeted mutagenesis methods booms. Existing in vivo methods all established on specialized genetic elements, some of which can be highly species-specific, but inherently, they have taken lessons from these in vitro methods. The principle of in vivo targeted mutagenesis methods is orthogonality. Without any human intervention, it is almost impossible to isolate a gene and individually modify it inside a cell. However, we can exploit orthogonal genetic tools to make it targeted. By restrict the target gene under the control of orthogonal tools, one can expect a separate manipulation to the gene with little impact on the genome. The orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs imitate the in vitro error-prone PCR, albeit with a specialized error-prone polymerase which solely responsible for the replication of an area or whole sequence of a specialized plasmid. They create mutations through replication errors by using error-prone polymerases. A weakened repair system can also help by allowing repair errors. Nevertheless, there are too few naturally occurring orthogonal replication pairs to satisfy our need. According to the central dogma, instead of the DNA replication process, the cooperation of transcription and reverse transcription can also pass messages from DNA to DNA. If low-fidelity polymerases are involved, both routes can lead to DNA errors, which opened a new direction for proposing targeted mutagenesis methods. Therefore, in addition to the orthogonal pairs, we have the retro-element-based method. This method, either performed in E. coli or yeast, generates mutations through replication errors. The utilization of a reverse transcriptase turns the originally non-heritable transcription errors into heritable mutations in DNA. The low-fidelity reverse transcription process also contributes to the mutation rate. The orthogonality of the method is ensured by the exclusive reverse transcription mechanisms. Though closely related, the E. coli version, which is still in proposal, and the yeast version differs in mutation fixation. The E. coli native retron produces ssDNAs, which then undergo the ssDNA recombination pathway similar to MAGE. Thus, we can consider it as in vivo MAGE. While the yeast retrotransposon generates dsDNAs, which is then inserted into a genome site by the self-encoded integrase. In a sense, the yeast version is just like a genomic orthogonal polymerase-plasmid pair, since the target gene is always within itself, and no replacement is happened on the genome. As for TaGTEAM, it may be more straightforward to call it programmable mutagenic proteins. Repair errors account for the mutations. The protein mutators are guided to the neighborhood of the target gene through their DNA binding domains to sustain the orthogonality to the non-target area. An inspiration from the programmable nucleases is that the DNA recognition module of TaG-TEAM can be substituted by CRISPR/dCas9 (catalytically dead Cas9) system, which may remarkably increase the target accuracy and feasibility. A similar application has proved workable where a cytidine deaminase-dCas9 fusion is used to make precise modifications to the target cytidine [168] . An illustration of the internal logic is shown in Fig. 1 .
With these tools in hand, we need think it over which one is best suited in a certain condition. Each method has its own positioning. As for MAGE, programmable nucleases, retron-based targeted mutagenesis and TaGTEAM, they all aims at genome modification. If the mutagenesis target is an endogenous gene located on the genome, it is recommended to use these four methods. While for error-prone PCR, PFunkel, orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs and retrotransposon-based targeted mutagenesis, their target genes are always harbored on mobile genetic elements like plasmids and retrotransposons. So, they are preferred when we intend to optimize exogenous genes encoded in mobile elements. These are merely suggestions. Things may be different in practice.
Prospects
A method with extraordinary performance is always demanded, while the road to it can be quite arduous. Instead of establishing a brand-new method which generally depends on novel findings, the development of existing methods is usually more practical. Traditional targeted mutagenesis methods have received extensive modifications individually as mentioned above. Nowadays, combinatorial optimization is pursued for synergetic effects. Typical cases are CRISPR-MAGE [69] , CRISPR-error-prone PCR [119] and CRISPR-base editing enzyme [168] . Additional combinations will emerge to adapt to different situations. Technologies and concepts from other fields can also be infused, especially those in molecular biology and synthetic biology. Novel DNA editing tools can be applied in mutation fixation. Synthetic circuits may provide new thoughts of 'how to make it targeted'. To conventional in vitro targeted mutagenesis methods, the isolated manipulation of mutant library makes it universally applicable. While for other host-reliant methods, a more portable version is urgently needed in future studies, which means that all the functional components in these methods should be independent of the genome, and act in a 'plug-and-play' manner or have their counterparts across different species.
Targeted mutagenesis primarily deals with protein engineering, and is now extended to non-coding region and short pathway optimization. Choosing target sites requires basic knowledge about the research system. Actually, vague information is enough, since targeted mutagenesis also answers yes-or-no questions. In the next step, it tells us which are the key points within the target site and their optimal alternatives. Therefore, a general engineering scheme of global mutagenesis mining whole genome sites followed by targeted mutagenesis handling them in detail comes into sight. In this way, an intricate global optimization issue can be narrowed down to studies on a few hotspots. Aside from these engineering applications, we can imagine that when coupled with in vivo selection, targeted mutagenesis will show its matchless power in tracing the evolutionary trajectory of a user-defined region, which is a vital long-term topic in scientific research. In addition to its conventional role, proposals of innovative targeted mutagenesis applications have arisen. The highly orthogonal in vivo targeted mutagenesis methods provide basic genetic elements for synthetic biology to construct hierarchical circuits. Orthogonality can also erect a firewall between artificiality and nature in biocontainment design as is aforementioned.
Targeted mutagenesis helps to elucidate the unknown biological field, and is conversely benefit from its new findings through novel method establishment. This iterative relationship will expedite the refinement of the methods, making opportunities for accessing and better exploiting the micro-world. Fig. 1 . Internal logic among existing targeted mutagenesis methods. Targeted mutagenesis methods are classified into the in vitro type and in vivo type. The in vitro type includes error-prone PCR, MAGE, PFunkel and programmable nucleases. Error-prone PCR is adept at discovering key residues within a target gene. Then these residues can be subject to MAGE or PFunkel for further optimization. To compensate for the insufficient recombination level in microbes, programmable nucleases are developed to induce DSBs in the target sites, stimulating the HDR pathway. The in vivo methods take lessons from the in vitro ones. They are mainly orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs, retro-element-based targeted mutagenesis and TaGTEAM. Orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs are responsible for in vivo error-prone PCR, but there are too few of them to satisfy our need. DNA polymerases directly transfer messages from DNA to DNA, which can also be achieved through the coupling of transcription and reverse transcription processes according to the central dogma. This is what the retro-element-based targeted mutagenesis method is founded on. The E. coli retron-based version of this method is just like an in vivo form of MAGE, while the yeast retrotransposon-based version resembles orthogonal DNA polymerase-plasmid pairs albeit on the genome. As for TaGTEAM, it is actually programmable mutagenic proteins.
